in   the   cited  area,   particularly where the facts here show
that  the   interruption to ventilation was caused by a rock
dust  bag  used  to make  repairs  to the ventilation tubing.
Given  the  fact that  the ventilation tubing was 390 feet
from  the   fan,   the practice^ of  using  such rock bags to make
such repairs  presented  a  reasonable  likelihood that ventilation
would  be   interrupted  at  those points where such bags were used,
and  that   if   sucked  into  the  tubing,   it would go undetected.
The  practice  of   repairing  the tubing by the use of empty
rock  dust bags was  established by Monterey's own witness,
and  he   apparently was  aware of  the  fact that miners would
often  make  repairs   in  this manner.     While I recognize that
the methane  readings  found by  Inspector Gulley outby the face
were   low,   and that  he  took none at the immediate face,  the
fact  is   that  the violation occurred while coal was being
cut,   and  the  interrupted ventilation caused by the practice
of   using  rock bags  to make repairs to the tubing,
presented  a   significant  and  substantial hazard to miners.
Accordingly,   the  inspector's  finding in this regard IS AFFIRMED.
Size  of .Business  and Effect of  Civil Penalties on the Respondent's
Ability   to  Continue   in  Business.
The parties  have   stipulated that Monterey is a large
mine operator and  that  the payment of the assessed civil
penalties  will not  adversely  affect its ability to remain
in  business.     I  adopt these  stipulations as my findings and
conclusions.
History  of  Prior Violations
Monterey's  history of prior violations has been previously
discussed.     Aside  from MSHA's  failure to present any sPe^fic
information  concerning  prior  violations of section 75.316, mmia
presents  no arguments  dealing with Monterey's overall compliance
history,   and whether  or  not  that history warrants any additional
increases   in the penalties  to be assessed in these proceedings.
I  note  that MSHA's  computerized print-out for the two-year
period  of   1980-1982,   reflects  approximately 347
and  that  for  the  prior   1982-1983,   the print-out
98 violations,   all  issued at the No.   1 Mine..   I have
this   information  in assessing the penalties in these
However,   I  believe  it  is  incumbent on MSHA to establish any
correlation between an  operator's past _ track ^or^and an
increase  in  civil  penalties  on the basis of that record,
continued practice  and  reliance on Devaluated computer
print-outs,   with no  further   supporting arguments,  should be
reexamined  if the  Secretary  seriously e*P
civil   penalties on  the  basis of  continued
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